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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new heuristic for orthogonal graph drawings, which creates drawings by performing
a depth-first search and placing the nodes in the order they are encountered. This DFS-heuristic works for graphs
with arbitrarily high degrees, and particularly well for graphs with maximum degree 3. It yields drawings with at
most one bend per edge, and a total number of m−n+1 bends for a graph with n nodes and m edges; this improves
significantly on the best previous bound of m− 2 bends.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Graph drawings have created intense interest due to their many applications, for example in
telecommunications, networking and data base design. For an overview of the field of graph drawing
and its applications, see [7]. Commonly used objectives for graph drawings are indicators of aesthetics
such as a small area, few bends and few crossings.
One graph drawing technique, called orthogonal drawing, routes edges along the lines of an underlying
rectangular grid, i.e., as sequences of horizontal and vertical line segments. Because a drawing cannot
be understood clearly if two edges overlap, each line segment should be used by at most one edge.
Therefore, an orthogonal drawing with nodes drawn as points is possible only if the maximum degree of
the graph is at most four, because only four horizontal or vertical line segments are incident to a point.
Many algorithms have been developed for orthogonal drawings of such graphs [3,14,18,19,22].
If the degree of a node v is larger than four, then more than one grid point must be assigned to v.
To maintain the semblance to a point, one uses a box for v; ideally, this box should be small relative to
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Table 1
Our results compared to previous algorithms for non-planar graphs
Citation Grid size Bends Remarks
[15] (m− 1)× m+12 m− 2 Vertices are points or
non-degenerate boxes
[4] m+n2 × m+n2 m No vertices of degree 1
This paper h×w m− n+ 1 No vertices of degree 1a
h+w = 2m− n+ 1
a The algorithm can be applied to graphs with nodes of degree 1, but the grid size increases.
the degree of v. A number of models to quantify “small” are listed in [5]. In this paper, we will study
orthogonal drawings of graphs with arbitrarily high degrees. Many algorithms are known for planar
orthogonal drawings of planar graphs [4,9,10,17,20,21,23]. Algorithms for orthogonal drawings of non-
planar graphs have been presented only recently [4,5,11,15,24].
Let the graph have n nodes and m edges. In the existing algorithms for drawing non-planar graphs,
either no bounds on the number of bends were given, or the bounds were m− 2 or higher, thus roughly
one bend per edge. This seems excessive, because the best known lower bound is m− 6n+ 12 in general
and m− n in a special model [4]; also, any planar graph can be drawn without bends if arbitrarily large
node boxes are allowed [17,21,23], and with m− n+ 1 bends if the node boxes must be proportional to
the degrees [4].
In this paper, we present an algorithm to create orthogonal drawings with m − n + 1 bends where
node boxes are proportional to the degrees. Thus, we save n− 3 bends compared to previous algorithms,
and match the bound for planar graphs. Our heuristic is very simple: compute a depth-first search of the
graph, place the nodes in the order they are encountered, draw the edge to the parent of a node in the
depth-first-search tree without bend, and draw all other edges with one bend. There is some freedom
left when placing each node, a freedom that we will exploit to reduce the area of the drawings. Table 1
contrasts our results with previous results for non-planar graphs.
Our heuristic performs particularly well for graphs with maximum degree 3 (3-graphs). Previous
results for planar 3-graphs are an (n/2)× (n/2)-grid and n/3 + 3 bends if n  6 [2,12], and a linear-
time algorithm to compute the drawing with the minimum number of bends for biconnected graphs [16].
For non-planar 3-graphs, Papakostas and Tollis [14] achieved a half-perimeter of n and n/2 + 2 bends
for biconnected graphs; their algorithm extends to connected graphs, but the number of bends increases.
A paper by Calamoneri and Petreschi [6] claims to achieve an (n/2)× (n/2)-grid and n/2+ 1 bends for
any connected graph, which is not possible since K4 needs 4 = n/2 + 2 bends [18]. Unfortunately, the
paper by Calamoneri and Petreschi is an extended abstract with some cases of the proof missing, which
makes it impossible to pinpoint the reason for this contradiction, and to obtain the correct bounds of their
algorithm.
Applying our heuristic to a 3-graph yields point-drawings with a width and height of at most
(n+ 1)/2, while the half-perimeter is at most n. The number of bends is at most n/2 + 2. Thus,
our algorithm improves the algorithm by Papakostas and Tollis for graphs that are not biconnected. It
performs about equally well as the algorithm by Calamoneri and Petreschi, and thus establishes that the
lower bound of n/2+ 2 bends can be achieved for all 3-graphs. It is possibly simpler than both previous
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Table 2
Our results compared to previous algorithms for 3-graphs
Citation Grid size Bends Remarks
[14] h×w, h+w= n n2 + 2 Graph biconnected
h×w, h+w= n n2 + k + 1 Graph with k
biconnected components
[6] n2 × n2 n2 + 1 (?) Bend-bound contradicts
lower bound for K4
This paper h×w, h+w= n n2 + 2
and [1] n+12  × n+12  n2 + 2
algorithms, because splitting the graph into biconnected components and merging drawings of these
components is not required. Table 2 compares our results to previous heuristics for 3-graphs.
Our heuristic is based on the three-phase method [5], where nodes are drawn as points in the first
phase, edges are routed (possibly overlapping) in the second phase, and overlapping of edges is removed
by converting nodes to boxes in the third phase. We review this method, after introducing notations, in
Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss the specific implementations of the three phases for our DFS-heuristic.
In Section 4, we study how to choose some parameters of the DFS-heuristic, and perform experimental
studies to compare the results for different choices of parameters. We investigate the case of graphs of
maximum degree 3 in Section 5, and conclude in Section 6.
2. Background
2.1. Definitions
Let G= (V ,E) denote a graph with nodes V and edges E, where each edge e ∈ E is a set (v,w) of
two nodes v,w ∈ V . Let n= |V | and m= |E|. Assumptions in this paper are: (1) n 2, (2) G is simple,
so it has neither a multiedge, i.e., two or more edges that connect the same pair of nodes, nor a loop, i.e.,
an edge incident twice to the same node, (3) G is connected, i.e., for any pair of nodes there exists a path
in G between them.
The degree of a node v, denoted deg(v), is the number of incident edges of v. Let ni be the number of
nodes of degree i. If all nodes have degree k or less, then the graph is called a k-graph; if no bounds are
imposed on the maximum degree, then the graph is called a high-degree graph.
We assume that the input graph is undirected, but we will convert it into a directed graph later by
assigning to each edge e = (v,w) a direction e = v → w or e = w → v. In a directed graph, the in-
degree of a node v, denoted indeg(v), is the number of incoming edges of v, i.e., edges u→ v from a
predecessor u of v. The out-degree of a node v, denoted outdeg(v), is the number of outgoing edges of
v, i.e., edges v→w to a successor w of v.
A depth-first search (or DFS for short) of a connected graph is a systematic traversal of all edges and
nodes (see any textbook on graph algorithms, for example [8], for details). It starts at one arbitrarily
chosen node v1. It returns the DFS-order {v1, . . . , vn}, that is, the order in which nodes are encountered.
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Fig. 1. The grid box [2,4] × [2,5] has size 3× 4, area 12, and half-perimeter 7. It has 14 distinct ports, which are
indicated here in black.
Denote the DFS-number of vi as num(vi)= i. The depth-first search also returns for every node v = v1 a
parent, i.e., the node coming from which v was first encountered. The parent-child-relationships define a
tree rooted at v1; this tree is called the DFS-tree. Edges in this tree are called tree-edges, all other edges
are called non-tree-edges.
The DFS-order and the DFS-tree have many properties [8], the following ones will be used in our
algorithm: (1) if (v,w) is an edge in the graph, and num(v) < num(w), then w is a descendant of v in
the DFS-tree; (2) if w is a descendant of v, then for all nodes x with num(v) < num(x) num(w), x is
a descendant of v.
Now we turn to defining orthogonal drawings of graphs. The two-dimensional grid is the set of all
points with integer coordinates, as well as all line segments that connect grid points of distance 1. A grid
box is a two-dimensional interval [x1, x2] × [y1, y2] where x1, x2, y1, y2 are integers; it is said to have
width w= x2 − x1 + 1 and height h= y2 − y1 + 1. (The width and height thus count the number of grid
points across the grid box, not the distance between the boundaries.) The area of a grid box is w · h, its
half-perimeter is w + h, and its size is w × h. A port of a grid box is a grid point that is extreme in at
least one direction; a grid point that is extreme in more than one direction counts repeatedly as port and
is considered a different port every time.
A grid line is a line that contains a grid segment; a row is a horizontal grid line and a column is a
vertical grid line. Row/column i is the row/column with fixed coordinate i. We use the mathematical
coordinate system, thus coordinates increase from left to right and from bottom to top.
An orthogonal drawing of a graph is an assignment of a grid box to every node and a contiguous
sequence of grid segments to every edge, such that (1) the grid boxes of two distinct nodes are disjoint;
(2) the grid box of a node v and the route of an edge e are disjoint, except if e and v are incident, in
which case the only common point is a port of v at which the route of e ends; (3) if a point p belongs
to the routes of two edges e1 and e2, then either p is a port of a common endpoint of e1 and e2, or
(after exchanging e1 and e2 if necessary) p belongs to only horizontal segments of e1 and to only vertical
segments of e2. Node boxes are allowed to be degenerate, i.e., to be line segments or points.
In what follows, a graph-theoretic term such as “node” or “edge” and the geometric object that
represents it are used interchangeably.
A bend of an edge e is a grid point where e changes direction from vertical to horizontal or vice
versa. Note that two coinciding bends (a so-called knock-knee) are not permitted in our definition of
an orthogonal drawing. The size/area/half-perimeter of an orthogonal drawing is the size/area/half-
perimeter of the smallest-area enclosing grid box of the orthogonal drawing. Note that an upper bound
b on the half-perimeter of a drawing yields an upper bound (b/2)2 on the area of the drawing; we will
therefore typically only develop bounds on the half-perimeter of the drawings.
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A number of models have been developed for orthogonal drawings of high-degree graphs [5]. Relevant
for this paper is the proportional-growth model or PG-model. To define this model, denote (for a given
orthogonal drawing) by r(v), l(v), t (v), b(v) the number of ports used by incident edges of a node v on
the right, left, top, bottom side of v; denote by h(v) and w(v) the height and width of v. An orthogonal
drawing is said to be in the PG-model if h(v) = max{1, r(v), l(v)} and w(v) = max{1, t (v), b(v)} for
all nodes v; in other words, each node is only as big as it needs to be to accommodate all incident
edges.
2.2. The three-phase method
The three-phase method introduced in [5] is a scheme to simplify the description and implementation
of orthogonal graph drawing algorithms. The three phases, called node placement, edge routing and port
assignment, consist of the following:
In node placement, draw the nodes as points, not as boxes, on distinct grid points. During edge
routing, route each edge with at most one bend. Continue to draw nodes as points, hence edges may
overlap. During port assignment, increase nodes from points to boxes, adding new rows and columns
as needed. To each edge e = (v,w) assign a port of v and a port of w in such a way that all overlap
is removed. This is a non-trivial task, and it must be argued why a particular port assignment yields a
correct drawing.
In the three-phase method there are two different types of grids. During the first two phases, we use a
grid to place the nodes and bends. During the third phase, we increase this grid to expand nodes to boxes,
thus the coordinates of nodes and bends change. To be able to distinguish between these two grids, the
grid lines during node placement and edge routing will be called horizontal and vertical slots, whereas
the grid lines during port assignment will be called rows and columns.
See Fig. 2 for a graph after the three phases, and [5] for details.
Fig. 2. A graph with a DFS-tree, and its appearance after the three phases, node placement, edge routing, and
port assignment. The leftmost picture was done by hand, the others with our implementation of the DFS-heuristic
described below.
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3. The DFS-heuristic
In this section, we present the DFS-heuristic for orthogonal drawings of high-degree graphs. We
specify an implementation of the node placement and edge routing phases of the three-phase method, and
prove that a port assignment is feasible. Finally, we analyze the number of bends and the half-perimeter.
We assume that G= (V ,E) is a simple connected graph.
3.1. Node placement
To place nodes, pick an arbitrary node v1 and perform a depth-first search starting at v1 to obtain the
DFS-order {v1, . . . , vn}. For an easier description and analysis of the algorithm, convert the undirected
graph into a directed graph by directing the edges according to the DFS-order, i.e., an edge (v,w) is
directed v→w if and only if num(v) < num(w).
We process the nodes in DFS-order. We place v1 as a point in a new horizontal slot and a new vertical
slot. For j = 2, . . . , n, let vi be the parent of vj in the DFS-tree; vi has been placed already. We permit
two possible placements of node vj . The first placement consists of adding a new vertical slot at the
extreme right of the current drawing, and placing vj as a point in this vertical slot and in the horizontal
slot of vi . The second placement consists of adding a new horizontal slot at the extreme bottom of the
current drawing, and placing vj as a point in this horizontal slot and in the vertical slot of vi .
We call the first placement the red placement, and the second placement the blue placement; the colors
are chosen to correspond to right and bottom. We call a node a red (blue) node if it is placed using the red
(blue) placement; every node except v1 thus has a color. We denote by nr (nb) the number of red (blue)
nodes; thus nr + nb = n− 1. See Fig. 3 for the two placements.
The choice of colors of nodes is completely arbitrary, though, as we will see in Section 4, some
choices in practice lead to a smaller half-perimeter than others. This freedom in placing the nodes could
also be exploited to accommodate some constraints on placement of nodes, as they arise frequently in
applications of graph drawing.
In the example in Fig. 2, node 0 was chosen as v1 and the DFS-order was {0,1,2,3,5,6,7,4}; nodes
{1,3,6} are red, and nodes {2,4,5,7} are blue.
To analyze the node placement, define the ith quadrant of a point p to be the area that would be the ith
quadrant if p were the origin of the coordinate system. We include the lines of equality in both quadrants;
for example, if a point q has the same y-coordinate and a larger x-coordinate than a point p, then q is
both in the first and in the fourth quadrant of p, while p is both in the second and the third quadrant of q.
Fig. 3. The red placement and the blue placement of vj .
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The grid box defined by grid points p1 and p2 is the smallest-area grid box that contains p1 and p2;
thus p1 and p2 are corner points of this box. This grid box degenerates to a segment if p1 and p2 are on
one grid line.
During node placement and edge routing, when nodes are drawn as points, we also speak of the ith
quadrant of a node v, and of the grid box defined by two nodes v and w. The following lemmas prove
some properties of our node placement.
Lemma 3.1. Let v and w be nodes.
(1) If w is a descendant of v, then w is placed in the fourth quadrant of v.
(2) If num(v) < num(w), then w is placed outside the second quadrant of v.
(3) If w is a descendant of v, then every node x placed in the grid box defined by v and w satisfies
num(v) num(x) num(w).
Proof. (1) Node w is a descendant of v, so there exists a path v = w0 → w1 → ·· · → wk = w of tree-
edges. Every wi , i = 1, . . . , k, is placed to the right of or below wi−1, thus in the fourth quadrant of wi−1,
and by induction therefore in the fourth quadrant of v.
(2) By num(v) < num(w), v is already part of the drawing when adding w. Node w is placed in a new
slot to the right of or below the current drawing, thus w is strictly to the right of or strictly below v, and
cannot be in the second quadrant of v.
(3) Let x be a node placed in the grid box defined by v and w, with w a descendant of v. By part (1), w
is in the fourth quadrant of v, which implies that x is in the second quadrant of w, and v is in the second
quadrant of x. By part (2), we must have num(v) num(x) num(w). ✷
Lemma 3.2. The nodes in one horizontal slot S form a (connected) subtree of the DFS-tree. The
DFS-numbers of these nodes increase from left to right. All but the leftmost node in S are red.
Proof. Let v be the first node to have been placed in S. Any node w = v in S was not the first node in S,
so w must be red and w’s parent in the DFS-tree must also be in S. Go from w to its parent, then to its
grand-parent, etc., and stop when encountering a node a that is placed in S, but its parent either does not
exist or is not placed in S; so either a = v1 or a is blue. Either way, a has been placed in a new horizontal
slot, which means that a = v.
It follows that a node in S is either v or it is a descendant of v and all its ancestors up to v are also
in S; this proves the first claim. For the second claim, let w1, . . . ,wk be the nodes in S from left to right.
Then wi−1 is in the second quadrant of wi , and num(wi) num(wi−1) for i = 2, . . . , k by Lemma 3.1(2).
Nodes v was the first node to be placed in S, so it must have the smallest DFS-number of all nodes in S,
thus v = w1 is the leftmost node in S. As shown above, all nodes w = v in S are red, which proves the
third claim. ✷
Similarly, one proves the equivalent lemma for vertical slots:
Lemma 3.3. The nodes in one vertical slot S form a (connected) subtree of the DFS-tree. The
DFS-numbers of these nodes increase from top to bottom. All but the topmost node in S are blue.
We call the leftmost node in a horizontal slot the root-node of the horizontal slot, and the topmost node
in a vertical slot the root-node of the vertical slot. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, the root-node of a slot S is
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the first node to have been placed in S, thus every red node is the root-node of its vertical slot and every
blue node is the root-node of its horizontal slot.
3.2. Edge routing
To route edges, we color them by assigning to edge e= v→w the color of its head w.
Let e = v→ w be a red edge. By the properties of a depth-first search, w is a descendant of v, so by
Lemma 3.1(1) w is in the fourth quadrant of v. We route e, starting to the right of v, in the horizontal slot
of v. If e is a tree-edge, then v is the parent of w and w was placed in the horizontal slot of v; we route
e without bend, ending on the left side of w. If e is a non-tree-edge, then w may or may not be in the
horizontal slot of v; regardless, we add a bend to e in the horizontal slot of v and the vertical slot of w,
and continue downward in the vertical slot of w until we reach the top side of w.
If e is a non-tree-edge and both v and w are in the same horizontal slot, then the bend of e thus
coincides with w and the expression “reaching the top side of w” seems meaningless. In the port
assignment phase such overlap between the bend and w will be removed and e will indeed attach at
the top side of w. See Lemma 3.9.
A blue edge is routed similarly, reflected through a −45◦-axis. Thus, a blue edge e= v→w is routed
in the vertical slot of v, starting at the bottom side of v, with a bend in the horizontal slot of w unless e
is a tree-edge. Edge e ends on the top side of w if it is a tree-edge, and on the left side of w otherwise.
Again, the bend of edge e may overlap w, but such overlap will be removed during port assignment. For
example, see edge (1,4) in the drawing of Fig. 2. We verify the following:
Lemma 3.4. Consider a node v.
• If v is red, then the incoming tree-edge of v attaches on the left side of v, and the indeg(v)−1 incoming
non-tree-edges of v attach on the top side of v.
• If v is blue, then the incoming tree-edge of v attaches on the top side of v, and the indeg(v) − 1
incoming non-tree-edges of v attach on the left side of v.
• Every red outgoing edge of v attaches on the right side of v; every blue outgoing edge of v attaches
on the bottom side of v.
With the notation l(v), r(v), t (v), b(v) introduced earlier for the number of incident edges on the four
sides of a node v, this implies l(v)+ t (v)= indeg(v) and r(v)+ b(v)= outdeg(v).
3.3. Port assignment
We have to prove that our implementation of the node placement and edge routing phases permits a
port assignment. There are two possibilities of doing so. One is to show that every slot satisfies what is
called the non-overlapping tree property in [5]; this is a sufficient condition for the existence of a port
assignment. To avoid having to provide the intricate details of the definition of this condition, we leave
this to the interested reader, and instead give an algorithm to compute the port assignment and prove its
correctness.
We only show how to assign rows to nodes and horizontal segments of edges placed in one horizontal
slot S; the procedure is exactly the same for all other horizontal slots, and similar for vertical slots.
Let w1, . . . ,wk be the nodes placed in S, enumerated from left to right. By Lemma 3.2, num(w1) <
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Fig. 4. The three types of edges within one horizontal slot S. White circles mark bends that are in slot S; some of
them are displaced vertically for clearness’ sake. The nodes z1, z2, x do not belong to S. Small numbers indicate
the edge type described in the text.
num(w2) < · · · < num(wk), and w2, . . . ,wk are red. Slot S contains horizontal segments belonging to
the following three types of edges (see also Fig. 4):
(1) Tree-edges wi →wj , for some 1 i < j  k. These edges are red.
(2) Non-tree-edges wi → x, for some 1 i  k and x ∈ V . These edges are red.
(3) Non-tree-edges x→ wi , for some 1 i  k and x ∈ V . These edges are blue. Because wi is red for
i  2, such edges can exist only for wi =w1.
We assign ports to the edges by processing the nodes in order w1, . . . ,wk. We replace the horizontal
slot S with a number of rows, for simplicity of the description we assume that these are the rows
−1,−2, . . . .
Algorithm ASSIGNPORTS
Input: w1, . . . ,wk are the nodes in one horizontal slot S from left to right
Output: Assignment of edge segments in S to rows −1,−2, . . . .
(1) for i = 1, . . . , k:
(2) if i = 1:
(3) comment: route the incoming blue edges of w1
(4) Let e1, . . . , el be the incoming blue non-tree-edges of w1.
(5) Sort e1, . . . , el by decreasing column of the bend of ej . 2
(6) In case of a tie, sort by decreasing row of the endpoint =wi of ej . 2
(7) for j = 1, . . . , l: assign the horizontal segment of e′j to row −j .
(8) Set rp =−1.
(9) else Let rp be the row of the incoming tree-edge of wi .
(10) comment: route the outgoing red edges of wi
(11) Let e′1, . . . , e′r be the outgoing red edges of wi .
(12) Sort e′1, . . . , e′r by decreasing column of the endpoint =wi of e′j . 3
(13) for j = 1, . . . , r : assign the horizontal segment of ej to row rp − j + 1.
(14) Extend the box of wi to cover the rows used by incident edges of wi .
2 This sorting step could be omitted, and nevertheless the resulting drawing would be without overlap. However, including
this step avoids having incident edges of w1 cross unnecessarily.
2 This sorting is necessary for a correct drawing. No tie occurs, because the red edges e′1, . . . , e′r have a common tail, and
the graph is simple, therefore the heads of e′1, . . . , e′r are all distinct and, being red, have been placed into distinct vertical slots.
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Fig. 5. Port assignment for the slot of Fig. 4. We also show the port assignment for the vertical slots containing z1,
z2 and x , to illustrate the remarks in the footnotes.
For example, consider node w2 in Fig. 5. Its incoming tree-edge w1 →w2 is placed in row −5, which
is the row rp assigned to the incoming tree-edge of w2 when doing port assignment at w1. Node w2
has two outgoing red edges, one to w3 and one to x. The column of x is left of the column of w3, thus
e′1 = (w2,w3) and e′2 = (w2, x). We place the horizontal segment of e′1 in row −5, and the horizontal
segment of e′2 in row −6.
By Algorithm ASSIGNPORTS the incident horizontal edge segments of a node v are in consecutive
rows, therefore the height of v is h(v) = max{1, r(v), l(v)}. Similarly the width of v is w(v) =
max{1, t (v), b(v)}, so the drawing is in the PG-model.
3.4. Correctness of port assignment
In this section, we show that correctness of the port assignment, as well as previously made claims
about how non-tree edges within the same slot attach to vertices.
Theorem 1. The port assignment phase yields a valid drawing.
Proof. We prove that there are no forbidden situations as follows:
• No two nodes intersect, because any two nodes were placed at distinct points during node placement.
• No node intersects a non-incident edge. This will be proved in Lemma 3.5 for red edges, and can be
proved similarly for blue edges.
• No edge overlaps another edge. To prove this, we study different cases, depending on whether the
common segment between two edges is horizontal (horizontal overlap) or vertical (vertical overlap),
and depending on whether the two edges can be red or blue. Note that since crossings are allowed, a
common point between a vertical and a horizontal edge segment is not considered forbidden.
– Lemma 3.6 shows that no horizontal overlap between a red and a blue edge is possible. Similarly
one can show that no red and blue edge can have vertical overlap.
– Lemma 3.7 shows that no two red edges can have horizontal overlap. Similarly one can show that
no two blue edges can have vertical overlap.
– Lemma 3.8 shows that no two blue edges can have horizontal overlap. Similarly one can show that
no two red edges can have vertical overlap.
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Fig. 6. No node x can intersect a non-incident red edge (v,w), because the row of the segment (v, bw) is above the
row of the segment (v, ax), and the highest row of x is not above the row of (v, ax).
This covers all possible types of overlap, and hence proves that the drawing is a valid drawing. ✷
The individual lemmas are proved as follows.
Lemma 3.5. No node intersects a non-incident red edge.
Proof. Let e = v→ w be a red edge. Assume that a node x = v,w intersects e in the final drawing and
consider the situation after edge routing. Node x must intersect e already after edge routing, because
distinct points after edge routing are assigned to distinct points after port assignment. Edge e is routed
inside the grid box defined by v and w, so x must be in this box as well, and num(v) < num(x) < num(w)
by Lemma 3.1(3). Because w is a descendant of v, x is also a descendant of v. Let ax be the child of v
that is the ancestor of x (ax = x is possible).
Consider Fig. 6 for an illustration of the following proof. Node w is red and therefore the topmost
node of its vertical slot by Lemma 3.3. So x, which is in the second quadrant of w, cannot be in the
same vertical slot as w, and cannot intersect the vertical segment of e if there was one. So x intersects
the horizontal segment of e, and in particular x must be in the horizontal slot S of v. By Lemma 3.2, all
ancestors of x up to v, in particular ax , are also in slot S.
Let bw be the bend in edge e, if there is one, and bw = w otherwise. By num(v) < num(ax) 
num(x) < num(w) and Lemma 3.1(3), the order of nodes in slot S from left to right is v < ax  x < bw .
By the port assignment (specifically, by the sorting applied in Step (13)), the row of the segment [v, bw]
is above the row of the segment [v, ax].
The highest row intersecting x is rp, the row of the edge from x to its parent. Thus, the highest row
of x is not above the highest row of the parent of x. Using induction, one can show that the highest
row of x is not above the highest row of its ancestor ax , which is the row of segment [v, ax]. The row
of [v, bw] is above the row of [v, ax] and therefore above the highest row of x; in other words, x and e
cannot intersect. ✷
Lemma 3.6. No red edge has horizontal overlap with a blue edge.
Proof. Let eb = vb →wb be a blue edge, and er = vr →wr be a red edge. Assume to the contrary that eb
and er overlap in their horizontal segments, which are the segments incident to wb and vr, respectively.
These segments must have overlapped after edge routing already, which we will lead to a contradiction.
Consider Fig. 7 for an illustration of the following proof. The nodes wb and vr must be in the same
horizontal slot, otherwise no overlap is possible. Node wb is blue and therefore is the root-node of its
horizontal slot; thus vr cannot be to the left of wb by Lemma 3.2. The horizontal segment of eb is to the
left of wb, while the horizontal segment of er is to the right of vr, thus a common point between these two
segments can occur only if wb and vr are on the same point. But no two nodes are placed on the same
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Fig. 7. No horizontal overlap between a red and a blue edge is possible, because wb is left of vr, the horizontal
segment of eb is to the left of wb, while the horizontal segment of er is to the right of vr.
point, so wb = vr. In this case, the common point wb = vr of the segments is a common endpoint of the
two edges, and the intersection between the segments does not constitute overlap. ✷
Lemma 3.7. No red edge has horizontal overlap with a red edge.
Proof. For i = 1,2, let ei = vi → wi be a red edge, and let bi be the bend of ei if it exists, and bi = wi
otherwise. Assume that after edge routing e1 and e2 overlap in their horizontal segments [v1, b1] and
[v2, b2], which are to the right of v1 and v2, respectively. This overlap can occur only if v1 and v2 are in
the same horizontal slot S, and if (after exchanging e1 and e2 if necessary) the order of nodes in S from
left to right is v1  v2  b1  b2 or v1  v2  b2  b1
In either order, v2 intersects the segment [v1, b1]. By Lemma 3.5, no node intersects a non-incident
edge, which implies v2 = v1 or v2 = b1(=w1). So the two horizontal segments end at a common node of
the two edges, which implies that they cannot overlap in the final drawing, because they are assigned to
distinct ports of this node during port assignment. ✷
Lemma 3.8. No blue edge has horizontal overlap with a blue edge.
Proof. Let e1 = v1 →w1 and e2 = v2 →w2 be two blue edges; the horizontal segments of e1 and e2 are
thus those incident to w1 and w2. Each of the blue nodes w1 and w2 is the root-node of its horizontal slot,
thus there cannot be overlap between the horizontal segments unless w1 = w2. But if w1 = w2, then the
two segments are assigned to two distinct ports of w1, thus again there is no overlap. ✷
Finally, we want to verify the claim made about coinciding bends and nodes.
Lemma 3.9. Let e = v → w be a red non-tree-edge between two nodes that are placed in the same
horizontal slot S. Then after port assignment e attaches to the top of w.
Proof. Let aw be the child of v that is an ancestor of w; node aw is also placed in S by Lemma 3.2.
We have aw =w because e is a non-tree-edge; therefore num(v) < num(aw) < num(w) and the order of
these nodes in S from left to right is v < aw < w.
Let b be the bend in edge e. When assigning ports at v, segment [v, b] is assigned to a higher row than
segment [v, aw], because aw is left of w. As in the proof of Lemma 3.5, the highest row of w is not above
the highest row of aw, which is the row assigned to [v, aw]. Therefore, b is placed in a row above the
highest row of w, and e attaches to the top of w. ✷
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3.5. Bounds
Every tree-edge has been routed without bend, and all other edges have one bend, thus the bound on
the number of bends follows easily.
Lemma 3.10. There are m− n+ 1 bends.
To analyze the half-perimeter, we first bound the half-perimeter of each node, and then derive from
it a bound for the drawing. For easier notation, let χ(·) be the characteristic function, i.e., χ(S) = 1 if
statement S is true, and χ(S)= 0 otherwise.
Lemma 3.11. The half-perimeter of a node v is at most deg(v)+ χ(v = v1)+ χ(deg(v)= 1).
Proof. Let v be a node, and let r, l, t, b, h,w be r(v), l(v), etc. Since the drawing is in the PG-model,
the half-perimeter of v is h+w= max{1, r, l} +max{1, t, b} (r + l + 1)+ (t + b+ 1)= deg(v)+ 2.
For most nodes this bound can be improved, typically as follows: if we know l  1, then the maximum
for the height h= max{r, l,1} is not attained at the “1” term, but at the “r” or “l” term; thus h r + l,
which reduces the bound on the half-perimeter by one.
More precisely, assume first that indeg(v) 2. Then l  1 and t  1 by Lemma 3.4; thus both maxima
are not attained at “1”, and the bound reduces to deg(v) = deg(v) + χ(v = v1) + χ(deg(v) = 1) as
desired.
Assume next that indeg(v) = 0, so v = v1. By n  2, outdeg(v)  1, thus one of r and b is at
least 1, one maximum is not attained at “1”, and the bound reduces to deg(v) + 1 = deg(v) + χ(v =
v1)+ χ(deg(v)= 1) as desired.
Finally, assume indeg(v)= 1. We study here only the case when v is red (the other case is similar), so
l = 1 and t = 0. By l = 1, the bound reduces to deg(v)+ 1, which leaves nothing to prove if deg(v)= 1.
So assume that deg(v) 2, which implies that v has an outgoing edge e. If e is blue, then b 1, therefore
both maxima are not attained at “1”, and the bound reduces to deg(v) as desired. The final case occurs if
the outgoing edge e is red, thus r  1. The height therefore is h= max{r, l,1} = r = r + l − 1, and the
half-perimeter is at most w+ h (r + l − 1)+ (t + b+ 1)= r + l + t + b = deg(v). ✷
Lemma 3.12. The height of the drawing is at most∑v∈V h(v)− n+ nb + 1; the width of the drawing is
at most
∑
v∈V w(v)− n+ nr + 1.
Proof. If w1, . . . ,wk are the nodes in one horizontal slot S, then we use at most
∑k
i=1 h(wi)− (k − 1)
rows for port assignment in S, because each node wi , i  2, reuses the row of its parent in the DFS-tree.
During node placement, we introduced nb + 1 horizontal slots. Summing up the number of rows over all
horizontal slots, we obtain that the total height is at most
∑
v∈V h(v)− (n− (nb + 1)). The proof for the
width is similar. ✷
Lemma 3.13. The half-perimeter of the obtained drawing is at most 2m− n+ 2 + n1, where n1 is the
number of nodes of degree 1.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.11, we have h(v)+w(v) deg(v)+ χ(deg(v)= 1)+ χ(v = v1) for each node v,
so by Lemma 3.12, the half-perimeter of the drawing is at most
∑
v∈V (h(v)+w(v))−2n+nb+nr+2∑
v∈V deg(v)+ n1 + 1− 2n+ (n− 1)+ 2 = 2m− n+ n1 + 2. ✷
This bound on the half-perimeter is somewhat disappointing, because for graphs with m n it is far
worse than the half-perimeter of m+ n achieved in [4]. However, the estimation of Lemma 3.11 is very
generous, and with a suitable choice of colors of nodes, one can expect to improve the half-perimeter.
We discuss this in Section 4.
Lemma 3.14. The DFS-heuristic can be implemented in O(m) time and space.
Proof. Every node has two sets of coordinates, the temporary coordinates for node placement, and the
final coordinates for port assignment.
During node placement, we add new slots only at the extreme right and bottom of the drawing; so by
keeping track of the last assigned horizontal and vertical slot, we can immediately find the temporary
coordinates for each node. Hence node placement takes O(m) time to perform the depth-first search, and
O(n)⊆ O(m) time to place the nodes. Edge routing takes O(m) time, because we only place one bend
per edge, and its coordinates can be found by inspecting the endpoints of the edge.
Port assignment should be implemented as follows: We first assign ports in all horizontal slots,
proceeding from top to bottom. Starting with row −1 for the topmost row of the topmost horizontal slot,
we add new rows for the first slot only at the bottom. The new rows for the second slot are then appended
below the rows for the first slot, and so on. So by keeping track of the last added row, we can immediately
assign final y-coordinates to all nodes. Similarly, we can immediately find final x-coordinates if we assign
ports in the vertical slots from left to right.
To sort edges in port assignment, we compare two edges by a coordinate of one of their endpoints.
These coordinates are known at the time of sorting and are in the range [−2m,2m], so using bucket sort
the incident edges of all vertices can be sorted in O(m) time and space. ✷
4. Heuristics for improving the half-perimeter
In this section, we study how choosing v1 and the colors of nodes and doing local improvements
affects the half-perimeter of the drawing. The improvement is marginal in the worst-case, but significant
in practice, as we show in experimentations with randomly generated graphs. We will not discuss here
such well-known post-processing techniques as compaction [13], which should be applied to improve
the half-perimeter even further.
4.1. Local improvements
4.1.1. Saving a unit at v1
Lemma 3.11 gave the bound on the half-perimeter of a node v as deg(v)+χ(deg(v)= 1)+χ(v = v1).
If deg(v1)= 1, then the half-perimeter of v1 is 2, but the above bound is 3, thus one unit is saved at v1. If
the degree of v1 is more than 1, then one unit can be saved at v1 by choosing the colors of its successor
suitably.
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Fig. 8. We move a sink to the column of its middle incoming non-tree-edge.
Lemma 4.1. The half-perimeter of v1 is deg(v1)+ χ(deg(v1)= 1) with a suitable coloring of nodes.
Proof. If deg(v1)= 1, then the half-perimeter of v1 is 2 as desired. So assume that deg(v1) 2. Pick two
arbitrary neighbors vi, vj of v1, and color vi red and vj blue. So v1 has at least one outgoing blue edge
and at least one outgoing red edge, and the half-perimeter of v1 is outdeg(v1)= deg(v1). ✷
A suitable coloring of the successors of v1 is achieved automatically with the greedy-coloring (see
Section 4.2.2) and the rb-coloring (see Section 4.2.3).
Inserting this lemma into the proof of Lemma 3.13, we obtain a half-perimeter of 2m− n+ 1 + n1,
which yields the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G be a simple connected graph with n1 nodes of degree 1. Then G has an orthogonal
drawing such that
• the total number of bends is at most m− n+ 1,
• every edge has at most one bend,
• the half-perimeter is at most 2m− n+ 1+ n1, and
• the drawing is in the PG-model, i.e., each node is only as big as it needs to be to accommodate all
incident edges.
This drawing can be found in O(m) time.
This bound on the half-perimeter obtained with the DFS-heuristic is tight for some graphs: if the
input graph is a simple path, then any layout with the DFS-heuristic has a half-perimeter of at least
n+ 1 = 2m− n+ n1 + 1, because two new grid lines are added for the first node, and one more grid line
is added for every following node.
4.1.2. Moving sinks
Let v be a sink, i.e., a node with out-degree 0. By moving v to a new position, we reduce the half-
perimeter if deg(v) 3. Specifically, assume that v is blue (the other case is similar), thus v has one edge
attaching on the top side and deg(v)− 1 edges attaching on the left side. Of the incoming non-tree-edges
of v, let e∗ be the “middle” one, i.e., let e∗ be the (deg(v)+ 1)/2th edge with respect to the columns
of the edges from left to right. Move v to the column of edge e∗, rerouting edges as shown in Fig. 8. The
number of bends remains unchanged.
We move sinks after the port assignment. No overlap will occur, because v has no outgoing edges, and
furthermore the incident non-tree-edges of v used consecutive rows and leave no space for other edges
that v could overlap.
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Fig. 9. The graph of Fig. 2 if all nodes are red. We highlight tree-edges with dots.
One can show that if v is a sink with deg(v) 3, then moving v decreases the half-perimeter of v to
deg(v)/2 + 1 and thus frees up rows. These rows could be removed by shifting all nodes upward after
all sinks have been moved. Alternatively, one could leave removing empty rows to the compaction [13]
that should be applied to the final drawing anyway.
4.2. Heuristics for choosing node colors
4.2.1. All nodes are red
A particularly simple node-coloring is to assign to all nodes the same color, say red. In fact, the
description of our algorithm could be greatly simplified if we did so. However, this node-coloring yields
a bad half-perimeter both in theory and practice.
On the other hand, coloring all nodes red has interesting side effects. Observe that all edges of the
DFS-tree are drawn horizontally without bends, thus as horizontal visibility lines. Also, no node has an
incident edge at the bottom, and thus sees −∞ in y-direction. These facts seem interesting enough to us
to state this as a separate result.
Theorem 3. Let G be a simple connected graph and let T be a DFS-tree of G. Then there exists an
orthogonal drawing of G such that all edges of T are horizontal lines of visibility, and all other edges
have one bend. All nodes see −∞ in y-direction.
4.2.2. The greedy-coloring
The greedy-coloring is a node-coloring where the color of vj , j = 2, . . . , n, is chosen such that vj
increases the half-perimeter of the drawing of {v1, . . . , vj−1} as little as possible. It is computed by
taking a majority vote among the predecessors of vj to determine the preferred color of vj , breaking
ties arbitrarily.
To compute the color that an already embedded node vi prefers for an outgoing edge, let r, l, t, b be the
number of already embedded incident edges of vi that attach to the four sides of vi . If max{l,1}> r , then
there is space at vi for one more red outgoing edge. If max{t,1}> b, then there is space at vi for one more
blue outgoing edge. If there is space for both colors, then vi is indifferent. If there is space for no color,
then either color will increase the half-perimeter. In this case, we use as a secondary objective the aspect
ratio of vi : ideally, vi’s box should be a square, or in other words, h= max{l, r,1} ≈ w = max{t, b,1}.
Thus if h >w, then vi prefers blue, while if h < w, then vi prefers red as color for vj .
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The example of Fig. 2 in Section 2.2 has been created with this greedy-coloring. Note how node 7 has
correctly chosen the color blue; if node 7 were red, then the half-perimeter of node 3 would increase to 4,
and would cause an overall increase in the half-perimeter.
4.2.3. rb-colorings
In this section, we study another coloring which works particularly well for graphs with maximum
degree 3. It will be easier to describe this coloring as an edge-coloring, rather than a node-coloring.
Definition 1. For a directed graph, an rb-coloring is a coloring of the edges with two colors, red and
blue, such that for every node v
• the incoming edges of v have the same color, and
• if outdeg(v) 2, then one outgoing edge of v is blue and one outgoing edge of v is red.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that G is a graph which is directed according to a DFS-order. Then there exists an
rb-coloring, which can be found in O(m) time.
Proof. Let {v1, . . . , vn} be the DFS-order. To compute the rb-coloring we process the nodes in reverse
order. If vj → vk is a tree-edge, then it is colored when processing node vj . If vj → vk is a non-tree-edge,
it is colored at some time before processing node vj .
To process node vj , assume that vj has outgoing edges. At least one of them is a tree-edge and therefore
has not been colored yet. All outgoing non-tree-edges of vj (if any) have been colored already. We color
the outgoing tree-edges of vj such that both colors are represented if outdeg(vj ) 2.
Assigning a color to a tree-edge vj → vk fixes the color of vk , and therefore the color of all other
incoming edges of vk . Because vk has only one incoming tree-edge, this happens to each node vk only
once, thus no contradictions in the color of vk are possible. The precise algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm RBCOLORING
Input: A graph G with DFS-order {v1, . . . , vn}.
Output: An rb-coloring of the edges of G.
(1) for j = n down to 1:
(2) if outdeg(vj ) 1:
(3) Let e1, . . . , et be the outgoing tree-edges of vj . We have t  1.
(4) Let e′1, . . . , e′l be the outgoing non-tree-edges of vj , l  0.
(5) if l = 0
(6) Color e1 red. if t > 1, color e2 blue and e3, . . . , et arbitrarily. 4
(7) else
(8) Color e1 in the opposite color of e′1. Color e2, . . . , et arbitrarily. 4
(9) for α = 1, . . . , t ,
(10) Let vk be such that eα = vj → vk .
(11) Let e¯1, . . . , e¯p be the incoming non-tree-edges of vk .
(12) Color e¯1, . . . , e¯p in the color of eα .
4 Any coloring of e3, . . . , et , respectively e2, . . . , et , yields an rb-coloring. To reduce the half-perimeter, one should apply a
greedy-strategy similar as in the previous section.
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Fig. 10. The half-perimeter obtained with m= 3n and m= 10n for different colorings.
To see that the resulting coloring is an rb-coloring, consider node vk . If vk has incoming edges at all,
then it has exactly one incoming tree-edge e = vj → vk . We color e with some color when processing vj .
At the same time, we color the incoming non-tree-edges of vk with the same color, so all incoming edges
of vk have the same color.
To verify the second property of an rb-coloring, assume that outdeg(vj ) 2 for a node vj , and consider
the time when we process vj . With respect to algorithm RBCOLORING, if l = 0 then t = outdeg(vj ) 2,
and we color e1 red and e2 blue; if on the other hand l > 0 then we color e1 in the opposite color of e′1.
Either way, both colors are represented among the outgoing edges of vj .
Steps (2)–(8) of algorithm RBCOLORING take O(outdeg(vi)) time, Steps (10)–(12) take O(indeg(vk))
time. Steps (10)–(12) are performed only once per node, namely, when we encounter its incoming tree-
edge, so the total time is O(m). ✷
4.2.4. Experiments
We implemented the DFS-heuristic in C++, and experimented with randomly generated simple
connected graphs with n nodes and m edges, for varying value of n and m. We use four heuristics to
color nodes: (1) color all nodes red, (2) color all nodes randomly, (3) use a greedy-coloring, and (4) use
an rb-coloring. We contrast the resulting half-perimeter with the upper bound of 2m− n+ n1 + 1. We
show only a limited range of n; the plots of a wider range clearly exhibited linear behavior. See Fig. 10.
As can be seen from these plots, coloring all nodes red is not a good choice. The other coloring-
heuristics perform about equally well, with the rb-coloring only slightly ahead of the greedy-coloring,
which in turn is slightly ahead of the random coloring.
Computing half-perimeters for different coloring-strategies over a wide range of values of n and m, and
applying best-fit techniques, 5 we obtained that the half-perimeter is approximately 1.665m− 1.372n+
2.608 with the random coloring, 1.661m − 1.665n + 6.533 with the greedy-coloring, and 1.659m −
1.861n+ 10.650 with the rb-coloring. Thus, the best-fit analysis confirms our above observation that the
rb-coloring is the best node-coloring.
5 Thanks to Jason Schattman for doing the best-fit analysis using SAS.
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Fig. 11. The decrease in half-perimeter if we move sinks, for m= 3n and m= 10n.
Fig. 11 shows the impact of moving the sinks. Note that the improvement is independent of the
coloring of nodes, and only depends on the degree of the sinks. The behavior of the amount of savings is
somewhat erratic (even when averaged over 50 different randomly generated graphs), but it is clear that
the improvement is worth the extra time-effort to move the sinks.
Again doing best-fit analysis, we obtained that moving sinks saves approximately 0.003m+ 0.342n+
1.040 grid lines. Thus, using the rb-coloring and moving sinks leads approximately to a half-perimeter
of 1.656m− 1.519n+ 9.610, more than the bound of m+ n given in [4], but significantly less than the
worst-case bound of 2m− n+ 1+ n1.
5. Graphs with maximum degree 3
The DFS-heuristic performs particularly well for 3-graphs (graphs with maximum degree 3) if we
apply it with the following parameters:
• If there exists at least one node v with deg(v) 2, then choose v1 = v. If all vertices have degree 3,
then artificially create a node of degree 2 by subdividing an edge, see the proof of Theorem 4.
• As node-coloring choose an rb-coloring.
• Move all sinks v with deg(v)= 3 and delete grid lines that are saved by doing so.
For 3-graphs, we want a drawing that is a point-drawing, i.e., all nodes are drawn as points. As it turns
out, this is generated automatically if deg(v1) 2.
Lemma 5.1. If G is a 3-graph and deg(v1)  2, then the DFS-heuristic for 3-graphs yields a point-
drawing.
Proof. Note first that deg(v1) 2 implies that outdeg(v) 2 for all nodes, because all nodes other than
v1 have at least one incoming edge.
Let v be a node. If indeg(v) 2, then there is at most one edge on the top side and at most one edge
on the left side of v. By outdeg(v) 2 and the properties of an rb-coloring, there is at most one red and
one blue outgoing edge, so there is at most one edge on the right and one edge on the bottom side of v.
Since the drawing is in the PG-model, v is drawn as a point.
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Fig. 12. A 3-graph laid out with the DFS-heuristic, without and with a compaction as in [13]. Nodes are labeled
with their DFS-number.
If indeg(v)= 3, then v is a sink and has been moved to a new position where it has at most one incident
edge on every side, and therefore is again drawn as point. ✷
In point-drawings, for no apparent reason other than tradition, the width of the drawing is not measured
by the number of columns, but by the distance between the first and last column; thus the width of a point-
drawing is the number of columns minus one. Similarly, the height of a point-drawing is the number of
rows minus one. To keep our results comparable with previous heuristics for 3-graphs, we follow this
tradition to measure the width and the height of point-drawings.
Recall that nr (nb) is the number of red (blue) nodes and nr + nb = n− 1 since v1 has no color. Every
node is drawn as a point, so it has width and height 1. In fact, the port assignment phase is not necessary
for 3-graphs; sinks can be moved directly to their new position. The number of columns is nr + 1, and
the number of rows is nb + 1, thus the width is nr and the height is nb.
Lemma 5.2. If G is a 3-graph and deg(v1)  2, then the DFS-heuristic for 3-graphs yields a point-
drawing in an nr × nb-grid with m− n+ 1 bends, where nr + nb = n− 1. Every edge is bent at most
once.
Theorem 4. Let G be a simple connected 3-graph. There exists a linear-time algorithm to draw G in an
h×w-grid, h+w  n, with at most n/2+ 2 bends. At most one edge is bent twice, the other edges are
bent at most once.
Proof. If G has at least one node of degree at most 2, then by choosing this node as v1 we obtain the
result by Lemma 5.2.
If all nodes of G have degree 3, then subdivide one arbitrary edge with a new node v0, and let G′
be the new graph with n′ = n+ 1 nodes and m′ =m+ 1 edges. By Lemma 5.2, we can draw G′ in an
h×w-grid with h+w = n′ − 1 = n, using m′ − n′ + 1 =m− n+ 1 = n/2+ 1 bends.
Removing the subdivision node v0 creates one more bend, so the drawing of G has n/2 + 2 bends.
Each edge has at most one bend, with the possible exception of the edge that contained v0. One incident
edge of v0 was a tree-edge and drawn without bend, therefore the edge containing v0 has at most two
bends. ✷
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The bound on the number of bends is best-possible: Storer mentioned that the K4 needs n/2 + 2
bends, and constructed arbitrarily large connected simple 3-graphs that need n/2+ 1 bends in any point-
drawing [18].
It is possible to improve the aspect ratio of the drawing, by recoloring parts of the vertices of an
rb-coloring to obtain an rb-coloring with |nr − nb| 2. We refer to [1] for details.
Theorem 5 [1]. Let G be a simple connected 3-graph. There exists a linear-time algorithm to draw G in
an (n+ 1)/2 × (n+ 1)/2-grid with half-perimeter n and at most n/2 + 2 bends. At most one edge
is bent twice, the other edges are bent at most once.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an algorithm called DFS-heuristic to create orthogonal graph drawings
with m− n+ 1 bends; this is an improvement of n− 3 bends over existing heuristics. Our bound on the
half-perimeter of 2m− n+ 1 for a graph without vertices of degree 1 does not match the half-perimeter
of at most m+ n established in [4] for this class of graphs. But as demonstrated in experiments, with a
suitable choice of node-colors the half-perimeter is much less than 2m− n+ 1 in practice.
As a special case, our algorithm works well for graphs with maximum degree 3. It achieves a point-
drawing with the best-possible bound on the number of bends and a small grid size, and the drawing is
approximately a square with a suitable coloring. Our heuristic matches the bounds of previous algorithms,
but is simpler to implement, because no splitting and merging of biconnected components is required.
As for open problems, we would like to know whether one can achieve m− n+ 1 bends and a grid
size of roughly (m+ n)/2 × (m+ n)/2 in the worst-case at the same time, and whether the number of
bends and/or the area can be improved even further. Also, the best known lower bound on the number of
bends in a drawing in the PG-model is m− 6n + 12 [4]; this lower bound holds in fact for any model
of orthogonal drawings of high-degree graphs. Can a lower bound closer to m − n + 1 be shown for
orthogonal drawings in the PG-model? Finally, how does the DFS-heuristic perform on planar graphs?
Is there a DFS-order and node-coloring that ensures a crossing-free drawing?
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